. Prof. Dr. Kumar Krishna. evolution of termites. He was also a coauthor of the classic Principles of Animal Ecology (Allee et al. 1949) , and a colleague of William Morton Wheeler , the authority on ants at Harvard University and predecessor of E.O. Wilson. It was Emerson and Wheeler who promoted the concept of an insect colony as a superorganism, and both men built massive, global collections of their research groups. Emerson was also a colleague of the architects of the New Synthesis in evolutionary biology -Ernst Mayr , George Gaylord Simpson , Theodosius Dobzhansky (1900 Dobzhansky ( -1975 , and G. [George] Ledyard Stebbins (1906 Stebbins ( -2000 -as well as president of several important scientific societies, and a member of the prestigious National Academy of Science. He was hugely influential, and he had a lasting impact on Kumar.
At the University of Chicago, Kumar began a comprehensive revision of the world genera of drywood termites, still the major reference on the family Kalotermitidae (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) , as Chair of the Graduate Program in Biology (1972) (1973) (1974) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) , a member of the Faculty Research Award Program (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) , and as a member of the University Committee on Research (1981 Research ( -1983 Research ( , 1994 Research ( -1996 . There were some very challenging times during this period. In the 1950's, City College was a crucible of intellectualism, but was overcome by student radicalism in the 1960's. In the 1970's, New York suffered a severe financial crisis that cut deeply into the budgets of CUNY and other city organizations. But, biology prospered at CCNY, and the department even embarked on a symbiotic program with the AMNH in graduate student training in systematics.
Despite Kumar's administrative and teaching loads, perhaps the most impressive achievements are that he continued to produce influential research, funded by National Science Foundation research grants. [1977] [1978] ; four weeks in Borneo (1984 Borneo ( -1985 ; four weeks in Sumatra (1988); three weeks in Malaya (1990); and seven weeks in Sulawesi and Java (1992). When Kumar retired in 1996 he was appointed Emeritus Professor at CCNY and took up residence full time on the fifth floor at the AMNH, devoting his efforts to the world's largest and most comprehensive termite collection, and to research.
It is safe to say that no one today has such comprehensive knowledge of termites globally, particularly their systematics, taxonomy, morphology, biogeography, and the fossil record. When Emerson was working, for example, there was only one Cretaceous termite known, Cretatermes carpenteri Emerson. Now, there are 36 species and 32 genera, nearly a quarter of which we have had the pleasure of working with Kumar to describe, but more importantly he has united a critical study of fossil termites with that of their modern counterparts. Emerson would have been immensely pleased to see how much more we now know about termite diversity, relationships, and evolution, largely as a result of Kumar's efforts. Kumar's encyclopedic knowledge makes him the ideal person to have been the principal author of the upcoming and highly anticipated magnum opus, Treatise on the Isoptera of the World (2012). At 2400 single-spaced manuscript pages, the work is immense, 85% of which is a taxonomic compendium of the 3138 living and fossil termite species of the world (as of 26 March 2011) -incorporating a plethora of nomenclatural corrections made along the way, all based on direct study of over 4000 original taxonomic references and the more significant biological ones. Whereas many catalogues simply add to previous ones, propagating errors, this work was created de novo. Valerie applied her editorial acumen, spending months fastidiously proofing the manuscript for style and punctuation, a testament to the regard she and Kumar hold for each other.
Putting his considerable academic accomplishments aside, Kumar is one of the most positive, jovial, and generous individuals we know. Now in his eighties, his enthusiasm and energy for termite research seem tireless. When he worked on the Termitidae in Miocene Dominican amber, for example, Kumar spent hours each day hunched over his microscope, examining, sorting, comparing, and measuring hundreds of specimens and describing dozens of species. He worked like a graduate student. Indeed, there is perhaps no more enjoyable way for us to spend an afternoon than taking turns peering into a microscope alongside Kumar, discussing the details of some challenging fossil or exotic living specimen. We look forward to his residence on the fifth floor of the museum for many years to come, where we can peer through the microscope together in excited discussion. 
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